
PHYSICS101  -  Fall Semester 2022 - ODU 

Homework Problem Set 9 - Solution 

Problem 1  
Clothes become charged when electrons from a garment of one material are rubbed onto 
another material. If the materials were good conductors, discharge between materials 
would soon occur. But the clothes are nonconducting and the charge remains long enough 
for oppositely charged garments to be electrically attracted and stick to one another. 

Problem 2 
Note the inverse-square law here. At half the distance the electric force is four times as 
strong; at 1/4 the distance, 16 times stronger. At four times the distance, 1/16 as strong. 

Problem 3 

 𝐹 = 𝑘 !!!"
""

 , where r = 0.03 m is the distance, q1 = 10-6 C and q2 = -10-6 C. Plugging in 
the numbers given, we get a force of 10 N. Since the two charges have opposite signs, the 
force is negative – the 2 charges attract. Hence, the force on the rightmost charge will 
point towards the left (towards the other charge). 

Problem 4 
We demonstrated several examples of this in the lecture: Attraction between neutral con-
ductors and charged objects, and even attraction between insulators and charged objects. 
In the first case, the presence of the charge will separate the internal charges inside the 
conductor, pushing the equal-sign charges further away and pulling the opposite-sign 
charges closer. Hence, the net force will be attractive, since the opposite-sign charges will 
have less distance from the charge (1/r2 law). In the second case (e.g., balloon attracted to 
ceiling or water stream attracted to charged rod), the atoms/molecules even inside a non-
conductor can acquire small differences between the position of positive charges (nuclei) 
and negative charges (electrons), leading again to a net attraction because of the 1/r2 law. 
(This is called “polarization”, and the molecules/atoms become little dipoles). Since noth-
ing in this explanation depends on the SIGN of the external charge, the answer is the 
same for both positive and negative charges – the force will always be attractive. 

Problem 5 

While Gravity would still be working, it would be completely overwhelmed by the enor-
mously larger electrostatic forces (repulsion in this case) and we would fly off the surface 
of Earth at high acceleration. 


